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Introduction
We are excited to announce the general availability of iText DITO v. 1.3. This latest release of iText's high-convenience PDF 
document generator contains several new features aimed at providing you with a more comprehensive set of easy-to-use 
template design capabilities. 
 

Conditional Content
The most remarkable addition in the iText DITO v. 1.3 release is the capability to insert content conditionally. It is a very 
common requirement in business documents to show a paragraph, a table, a table row or any other element on an output 
document only if a certain condition has been met. A new wizard in the iText DITO Template Editor helps you define such 
conditions for insertion of content at the template level. 
 

Filtered Loops
Another new feature that the iText DITO v. 1.3 release brings, is the capability to filter a data array. This allows you as a 
template designer to display a table with some, but not all of the items contained in a data array. Imagine an array of line 
items in a quotation or an invoice data set that includes both items of the type "product" and items of the type "service". In 
iText DITO v. 1.3 you can easily build one table that loops only product line items and another table that only loops service 
line items.
 

PDF/UA Compliance Mode Generally Available
The PDF/Universal Accessibility mode, introduced as a preview feature in v. 1.2 of iText DITO, is now generally available as a 
feature. This feature contains a guided experience to create templates that will generate documents that comply with 
accessibility standards such as those imposed by WCAG 2.1, ADA and Section 508.
  

Page Breaks
Up until iText DITO v. 1.2 page breaks could be inserted via a cascading style sheet (CSS) declaration. As from the v. 1.3 
release there is an easier way to insert a page break, which doesn't require you to reference any CSS code.
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Conditional Content
The main new feature in this iText DITO release is the capability to set conditional logic in the template to define whether a 
part of the document content will appear on the documents generated with this template. Such conditional logic can be 
applied to most elements of output templates or to a text selection within a rich text element. 
 

Text-based Conditions
Conditions can be either based on text or on numbers. Text-based conditions evaluate whether a textual data element (e.g. 
the country of residence of a customer) has a specific value (e.g. United States) or not. If at runtime the condition resolves as 
true, then the selected element or substring will be included in the document. If the condition resolves to false, the 
conditional selection will be omitted and the rest of the document will reflow.
 
The example below shows the three-step process of creating a text-based condition, using the new condition settings wizard 
in the iText DITO Editor.
 
Step 1: Select any element or substring
The first step in the process consists of indicating which piece of content should be inserted conditionally. This can be any 
element from the template elements tree (except table columns, which are not supported for conditional insertion at this 
point) or a substring of a rich text element. Switch to data mapping mode via the command bar and make your selection on 
the editing canvas.  
 

 
Step 2: Make content conditional
With the element or the substring selected in the data mapping mode, click the double arrows icon in the command bar at 
the top of the screen. This will activate the condition settings wizard that will guide you through the process of defining the 
text-based condition.
 

 
Step 3: Define the condition
In the wizard that opens up, you can select the data field that you want to evaluate, use it as text, select the operator and 
insert a value to compare it against. In the example below you will check whether the value of the field {{customer.country}} 
is equal to "United States". If that condition returns true, then the rich text element selected in step 1 will appear in the 
generated document, if the condition does not return true, it is left out.
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In the resulting document, when generated for a customer that does not reside in the United States, the selected fragment 
will not be included.
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Number-based Conditions
As well as text-based conditions, you can also evaluate a field against a numerical value. Depending on the validation 
outcome, selected content will be inserted in the generated documents or left out.
 
By means of example, in an invoice template you can make a table row that contains a discount amount appear only if a 
discount is given, The process has three steps.
 
Step 1: Select any element or substring
In this case the selection is a table row element.
 

 
Step 2: Make content conditional
With the table row element selected in data mapping mode, click the double arrows icon in the command bar at the top of 
the screen. This will activate the condition settings wizard that will guide you through the process of defining the number-
based condition.
 

 
Step 3: Define the condition
In the wizard that opens up, you can select the data field that you want to evaluate, use it as number, select the operator and 
insert a value to compare it against. In the example below you will check whether the value of the field {{discount}} is greater 
than 0. If that condition returns true, then the table row element selected in step 1 will appear in the generated document, if 
the condition does not return true, it is left out.
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If a document is generated with this template based on a data set that has a value which is not greater than 0 for the 
{{discount}} field, then the entire row that contains the data binding of the discount will be omitted and the rest of the 
document will reflow accordingly.
 

Conditions Pane
You can easily navigate the conditional sections in your template via the Conditions pane in the Data Connections panel that 
you see to the right of the editiing canvas in data mapping mode. From this list of conditions you can edit or delete 
conditions at any time.
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Filtered Loops
 
iText DITO v. 1.3 allows you to filter arrays in your data. As such you can create tables with repeating rows for any subset of 
a data array. Imagine that you have a list of line items in an invoice data set, and in the envisioned PDF document you want 
to build different tables, for instance to distinguish between line items of different types. The new filtering capability for 
loops in iText DITO v. 1.3 allows you to specify a filter for a loop.
 

Filtered Loop Syntax
In the first iteration of the filtered loop feature, the filter can be set via syntax. A wizard-based experience to set the filter will 
be added in one of the upcoming patch releases of iText DITO v. 1.3. The syntax to define the filtered loop looks like this:
 
iteratingElement[[conditionExpression]] 
in which iteratingElement is the root element of the array and conditionExpression defines the filter.
 
To set the filter, you  can use the operators in the table below. String values can be contained within single or double quotes.
 

Operator Name Type Syntax Expression Example

Is equal to Text/Number == {{fieldname}}=="fieldvalue"

Is not equal to Text/Number != {{fieldname}}!="fieldvalue"

Is empty (string length is zero) Text isEmpty() isEmpty({{fieldname}})

Is blank (no characters or only 
blank characters)

Text isBlank() isBlank({{fieldname}})

Is not empty Text !isEmpty() !isEmpty({{fieldname}})

Is not blank Text !isBlank() !isBlank({{fieldname}})

Contains Text contains() contains({{fielldname}}, "fieldvalue")

Does not contain Text !contains() !contains({{fielldname}}, "fieldvalue")

Is greater than Number > {{fieldname}}>fieldvalue 

Is greater than or equal to Number >= {{fieldname}}>=fieldvalue

Is less than Number < {{fieldname}<fieldvalue

Is less than or equal to Number <= {{fieldname}<=fieldvalue

And Logical &&
contains({{fieldname}}, 
"fieldvalue1")&&!contains({{fieldname}},"fieldvalue2")

Or Logical || {{fieldname}}=="fieldvalue1"||{{fieldname}}=="fieldvalue2"

  
The operators in the table can be combined with the calaculation functions that iText DITO supports, such as sum(), 
product(), concat() and the newly added size(). The size() function calculates the count of items in an array. This can be 
combined with the filtering option for arrays to count how many items a filtered subset of an array contains.   
 

Example
The example below illustrates how you can use the filtered loop feature to build tables that only contain a specific subset of 
items from an array. The data set in this example contains an array of items:
 
"items": [ 
{"item": "Commercial Invisibility Cloak License .NET", "type": "Software License", "price": "6800", "quantity": "1", ''lineitemtotal" : "6800"}, 
{"item": "Updates and Support Commercial Invisibility Cloak .NET", "type": "Software License", "price": "666", "quantity": "1", ''lineitemtotal" : "666"}, 
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{"item": "Commercial Non-Production House Elf", "type": "Software License", "price": "3140", "quantity": "1", ''lineitemtotal" : "3140"}, 
{"item": "Updates and Support Commercial Non-Production House Elf", "type": "Support Plan", "price": "152", "quantity": "1", ''lineitemtotal" : "152"}, 
{"item": "Nimbus 2001", "type": "Controller","price": "5640", "quantity": "13", ''lineitemtotal" : "73320"}, 
{"item": "Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find them", "type": "Book","price": "28", "quantity": "1", ''lineitemtotal" : "28"} 
]

 
To build a table that only contains items of the type "Software License", you can bind a repeating table row to the following 
expression:
items[[{{type}}=="Software License"]] 
 

 
When previewed with the above data sample, the table resolves to three iterations of the repeating row, one for each of the 
items of the type Software License.

Filtered Loops in Calculations
You can also use the filtered loop capability for calculations. For instance, if you want to calculate a subtotal of line item 
totals for the software licenses in our example, you could use this formula:
sum({{items[[{{type}}=="Software License"]].lineitemtotal}}).
 
 
 

PDF/UA Support in General Availability
The v. 1.2 release of iText DITO contained the preview version of the PDF/UA compliance assistant. In the v. 1.3 release this 
feature is now moved to general availability mode. The PDF/UA compliance assistant helps you design templates that comply 
with the PDF standard for universal accessibility (PDF/UA). PDF documents that comply with this standard are optimized for 
assistive technologies such as screen readers. Several technology, industry and government policies and standards (e.g. 
WCAG 2.1, ADA, Section 508) require content carriers to support such technologies nowadays. iText DITO v. 1.3 helps you 
address these requirements.
 
The PDF/UA assistant is automatically activated when you switch to PDF/UA mode in the template settings dialog. When 
active, the assistant enforces a series of accessibility requirements, such as:

document title will become a required metadata property;•
document language will become a required metadata property;•
custom fonts will be required to be embedded in the template package;•
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images will be required to have an alternative description;•
hyperlinks will be required to have an alternative description;•
headings will be required to follow in logical order (e.g. a succession of heading level 1 - heading level 3 - heading level 
2 will be reported to the user as not logical).

•

The accessibility requirements are enforced as you design the template. A warning panel at the bottom of the screen shows 
an overview of accessibilty-related issues. The panel is interactive and guides the user to any properties or resources that are 
missing.  
 

 
 

Page Break as a Property
One of the key focal points of the iText DITO v. 1.3 release is to provide a comprehensive, yet low-code template design 
experience. Although the capability to define styles in an external or embedded style sheet is very powerful, iText DITO aims 
to make as many design capabilities as possible available via the properties or settings panels or even via step-by-step 
wizards.
 
In the v. 1.3 release the capability to insert a page break has become available as a configurable property. Instead of applying 
a CSS style to insert a page break, you can now simply tick a box to force a break to the next page after the selected template 
element. In upcoming releases more design elements that currently still require CSS will become configurable through iText 
DITO's graphical user interface. 
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